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Two twelve year old boys try to remain friends after joining rival gangs on the south side of 

Chicago.
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MINORS

EXT. SOUTHWEST SIDE OF CHICAGO - WINTER - DAY (1996)

ESTABLISHING. SHOTS of the greater city, tighten in to meat packing district, 
shopping district on Ashland Blvd. Rooftops and cars exhale clouds of steam. It is cold 
and grey.  

EXT. RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

The rushing SOUNDS of a COMMUTER TRAIN full of passengers, runs above 
residential buildings. 

Small bungalow style track homes line the street.

JERRY (12), and SAMMY (13), walk along a sidewalk, backpacks in tow. Jerry has a 
handled box of “Worlds Finest Chocolates.” Sammy pauses.

SAMMY
Try this one.

EXT. BUNGALOW HOUSE - DAY

Jerry walks up to a house and rings the bell. “DING.” Sammy waits at the bottom of the 
steps.

JERRY
Worlds Finest chocolates.

Jerry rings harder. He notices no movement in the windows through the sheer curtains.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Nobody’s home.

Sammy walks to the side of the house. He tests windows to see if they are open. No luck. 
The side door is locked.

He hits at a small window on the door with a screwdriver.

Glass BREAKS.
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Sammy lets himself in, with Jerry just behind him.

INT. BUNGALOW HOUSE - CONTINUOUS

They immediately case the house.

KITCHEN

Sammy rifles through drawers. 

Jerry is more interested in how the home is kept. Very clean, everything has a place, 
orderly, family PICTURES on the walls. 

BEDROOM

Jerry sees a kids bedroom. It is well kept. Toys on a dresser with pictures and awards.

Sammy goes into--

PARENTS BEDROOM

He opens more drawers, takes some JEWELRY. He checks under the bed. Between the 
mattresses.

He opens the closet. With a step stool, he reaches in the back corners.

He pulls out a GUN. 

KITCHEN

Jerry is drinking a SODA in the kitchen. He looks into the spotless sink.

SAMMY (O.S.)
Jer!

Jerry SNAPS to. 

JERRY
What’s up?

Sammy zips up his backpack.
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SAMMY
Come on.

There is a TEN-SPEED bicycle in the mud room they entered from.

Sammy grabs it.

They exit the house.

EXT. BUNGALOW - YARD - CONTINUOUS

Jerry runs up the bricked gangway to the front of the house.

He hears PEOPLE TALKING. He signals Sammy to go the other way with the bicycle.

They cautiously walk the bicycle towards the garage.

Sammy peeks his head out into--

EXT. ALLEY - CONTINUOUS

A CAR pulls up and the GARAGE DOOR motor is triggered.

SAMMY
A car’s coming.

They hurry back to the yard for cover. Jerry, starts hopping around in a panic.

JERRY
Oh, shit!? What-

SAMMY
Chill out! ..Stay behind me.

As the car pulls in, Sammy leads them out and down the alley. 

EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD STREET - DAY

Sammy rides the bicycle, feet barely touching the peddles with Jerry seated sideways on 
the chassis. Jerry grips the cold handle bars with his sleeves.
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SAMMY
Where you wanna go now?

Without hesitating.

JERRY
Mr. Sub’s!

Jerry can’t help but smile, in light of their spoils.

EXT. RESIDENTIAL NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

They ride along a pothole ridden street. Sammy is laughing now. Jerry is in pain from the 
hard connection of the  chassis bar to his ass.

JERRY
Ouch! Stop hitting all the potholes, bastard!

SAMMY
Oh, you wanna call me a bastard?!

JERRY
No! No! I take it back!? Nooo!

Sammy steers right for one pothole that bounces Jerry up.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Awe, you asshole! Let me off!

Sammy just laughs and keeps peddling.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Oh no!

Jerry looks out onto the shitty street ahead. A crumbling and rusted over VIADUCT for 
the train tracks is just ahead of them.

Sammy hits a couple more bumps in the road then pulls over to the curb. Jerry jumps off.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Damn, fucker! 

Sammy hops off the bicycle and opens up his backpack. 
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SAMMY
Keep an eye out.

Holding his ass, Jerry does so. Sammy goes to the cover of the Viaduct pillars. The 
shaking of a SPRAY-CAN then spraying is heard. 

JERRY
A cars coming.

SAMMY
Five-O?

JERRY
No.

Sammy continues spraying. Jerry looks in every direction. He wears the discomfort of the 
cold well. 

SAMMY
Check it out.

Jerry walks into the viaduct and sees--

“SAGE” and “J-BIRD” “BOYZ 4 LIFE” tagged on the concrete pillar.

JERRY
That’s lit! 

SAMMY
Now everyone will know we were here.

JERRY
Boys for life!

Sammy pulls his hand out. They do a special hand shake.

SAMMY
Come on.

EXT. 47TH STREET - COMMERCIAL STRIP - DAY

At a PAYPHONE, Jerry dials.
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Sammy is circling around the sidewalk on the bicycle in front of Jerry. 

Into the phone--

JERRY
Hello? Mom? ...I’m, I’m still by Sammy’s house.

Sammy looks at Jerry, shaking his head.

JERRY (CONT’D)
We.. We’re almost done selling chocolates. Can I... 

He looks emotionally disturbed. 

JERRY (CONT’D)
Sammy’s mom is going to take us to another 
neighborhood so we can finish selling. ...Thank 
you! Okay. Bye.

SAMMY
Do you ever tell her the truth?

JERRY
What!? Are you crazy? She’ll kill me.

SAMMY
You can talk to her without actually lying.

JERRY
What the hell for? All she wants to talk about is 
how we get into heaven.

SAMMY
Richies go to heaven. We’re stuck with all the 
hustlers and the pushovers.

JERRY
Which one am I?

Sammy laughs. Jerry thinks about it. Sammy pushes Jerry then runs away with the bike. 
Jerry follows right behind.
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INT. MR. SUBMARINE - DAY

A COOK busies himself at the sizzling grill. It is a greasy fast food joint. 

Jerry plays MORTAL KOMBAT at a row of arcade games. He furiously taps away at the 
console. Blood flies from the character interplay.

Through the glass windows with steel security fencing, we see Sammy exchanging the 
TEN-SPEED with a rugged teenager. 

FRANKIE (20), physically and mentally handicapped, wears headphones and grips a 
homemade crucifix tight while hovering over Jerry. 

FRANKIE
God’s always watchin’ me. Ha-ha!

He can’t control his happiness. Jerry ignores him.

FRANKIE (CONT’D)
Jesus loves me more than the ol’ wide world! Ha-
ha! He’s watchin’ you tooooo, ha-ha-ha!

COOK
Order up! Cheeseburger, french fries!

FRANKIE
I sing to him every day be-because...

JERRY
Your food is ready.

Sammy comes in and goes to Jerry.

Rocking side to side, holding his food-basket and the crucifix tucked to his side. 

FRANKIE
Jesus loves you, ha-ha!

SAMMY
There’s your half.

Sammy drops a five and some singles on the console. At that moment Jerry loses his 
match.

The SCREEN displays, “FINISH HIM!”
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JERRY
Shit!

SAMMY 
You suck. Come on. Let’s go shoot some hoops 
with the boys.

Jerry looks at blissful Frankie with a face full of food as they exit.

EXT. MCKINLEY PARK - DAY

Lifeless trees, bushes, and a small pond populate the area. The park is particularly lonely 
except for a few pigeons and an old woman playing chess with herself. 

CESAR (13), JULIO (12), and PORKY (12), are now with Jerry and Sammy. They talk 
loudly and gesture wildly. Two of them exchange punches in a test of manhood, it is all 
in silly good fun.

Sammy skillfully keeps the basketball away from Jerry.

SAMMY
Go ahead, try and take it.

Jerry tries to swipe at the ball. Sammy quickly dribbles the ball through his legs and 
around his back.

SAMMY (CONT’D)
Ohhhh, too slow sucker! I feel sorry for you on the 
court.

Sammy winks at Jerry. 

JERRY
Screw you! I can ball.

SAMMY
Okay, okay, you get the favor. Three to two so you 
have a chance.

His statement causes an uproar between the boys.

JULIO
Me and Sammy against all of you!
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CESAR
No, me and Sammy.

JERRY
Hell no!

PORKY
What!? You’re crazy Cesar! That’s a slaughter! 

SAMMY
Chill out. We didn’t come all this way for nothing.

PARK PATHWAY

Another group of FOUR BOYS led by KEVIN, approach the basketball court riding 
bicycles from the other side.

KEVIN 
Ha-ha! I won!

Kevin passes a garbage can then slams on his brake pedal to skid the rear tire one 
hundred eighty degrees. 

BOY #1 trudges to a halt.

BOY #1
I wasn’t racing anyway.

BASKETBALL COURT

BOY #2 and BOY #3 laugh. They catch their breath. They start dropping their bikes and 
taking off their jackets.

Both groups arrive at the court. Jerry passes the ball to Sammy. 

KEVIN
(to Sammy and Jerry)

We call court!

Sammy dribbles the ball while sizing up the situation. Porky approaches the bicycle boys.

SAMMY
I don’t think so.

KEVIN
What you mean you don’t think so?
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SAMMY
You hear me.

Kevin puffs his chest.

KEVIN
What?!

BOY #2
Chill out.

SAMMY
We’ll ball you for it.

KEVIN
Nah, we’ll kill y’all.

BOY’S
Damn!? YEEAHH!

JULIO
What? I’ll shit on you after we whip you on the 
court!

BOY #2
This kid is stupid.

BOY #4
He’s a fuckin’ clown.

SAMMY
(to his friends)

These fools think they’re slick.

Sammy pulls a GOLD CHAIN from his neck and points to Kevin’s bike.

SAMMY (CONT’D)
I’ll put up this chain for that bike if you’re so sure?

KEVIN
That shit is fake, like all y’all.

CESAR
He’s scared. They’re all scared.
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PORKY
Forget them. They some pussys.

Jerry looks nervous.

BOY #2
What fool!? I’ll knock yo’ teeth out!

Sammy steps up with his arms wide. Kevin gets into stance, ready to fight Sammy.

SAMMY
Go ahead, do somethin’.

Jerry grabs Sammy.

JERRY
Chill, Sammy. Lets just go.

BOY #3
Kevin, let’s take this dude’s chain.

The boys agree to the challenge. They start removing excess clothes.

PARK - BASKETBALL COURT

MONTAGE:

The kids play out an intense basketball game. They are equally good, speeding around the 
court. 

Each team hits shot for shot. They play hard. 

Boys’ shoes hit the pavement. There are bloody knees and elbows on both sides.

Getting sweaty and tired.

Kevin does a good lay up on Jerry.

END MONTAGE.

Jerry looks defeated. Sammy remains focused.

SAMMY
20, 19. Our ball.
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Sammy takes control and brings the ball in range. Kevin is on him. He looks to his 
teammates. The other boys are on them like glue. There is pushing and shoving.

Sammy dribbles so good it causes Kevin to loses his footing.

Sammy takes the shoot. Everyone watches the ball. He hits a three pointer.

SAMMY (CONT’D)
Game!

Sammy’s team goes wild with joy. 

Kevin pulls himself up.

KEVIN
Fuck that. Y’all cheated. He tripped me. 

PORKY
The fuck outta here! You’s were cheating the whole 
game.

CESAR
Sammy you got a new bike!

SAMMY
Up that dyno’.

Kevin ignores Sammy.

KEVIN
Whatever. Let’s bounce yo’.

The boys start to leave.

JULIO
Ah, hell nah!

Sammy and Jerry look on while the boys gather their things and head to their bikes.

Sammy’s victory face drops. He’s pissed.

JERRY
Come on, Sammy. They ain’t worth it.
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SAMMY
Nah. Fuck them.

Sammy goes and grabs his bag and starts to open it. He COCKS THE GUN IN THE 
BAG.

Jerry sees Sammy’s action. Sensing something bad is about to happen, Jerry moves in. 

JERRY
(whispers to Porky)

Back me up.
(to Kevin)

Wait, it’s all good!

He rushes to Kevin knocking him down and grabs his bike and runs. Kevin quickly tries 
to give chase but Porky blocks him.

Sammy zips up his bag instead. He blindsides Kevin with a WACK to the face.

Julio pushes one boy down who is already on his bike and Cesar kicks the other bike out 
of the other boy’s hands.

All the boys run off, after Jerry who is way ahead of everyone else. 

Sammy picks up a bottle and throws it at the boy closest to them and that stops the chase.

SAMMY
(to the boys)

My bike now, bitch!

Sammy catches up to Jerry who is out of breath.

SAMMY (CONT’D)
Damn, Jerry!? That shit was boss!

Sammy slaps hands and shakes up with Jerry. 

JERRY
Where’d they go?

SAMMY
They got scared. 

Jerry is relieved that the other boys gave up.
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EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD - ALLEY

The garages look the same except for the color and the amount of graffiti from one to the 
other.

WIDE SHOT:

The boys are all together without another soul in sight. Jerry pedals while Sammy rides 
on the PEGS. They are laughing and smiling. Julio gestures that Porky stinks. Porky 
chases and whips at him with his sweat RAG. 

Sammy covers Jerry’s eyes, causing him to shake the handlebars. The boys relish this 
moment, they don’t have a care in the world.  

SIDEWALK 

Julio, Cesar and Porky walk off in one direction, while Sammy and Jerry continue in 
another.

PORKY
Later.

CESAR
Tomorrow.

JERRY
Softball this time?

The boys laugh.

STREET CORNER

Jerry and Sammy look around at a busy intersection.

JERRY (CONT’D)
I can’t take this home with me. You take it.

SAMMY
You need a new one! And drop that ratty ass bike of 
yours in the trash.

Jerry is embarrassed.
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JERRY
My mom’s gonna call me out.

(mimicking)
“Where’d you get that? Did you steal it? You’re a 
liar. Liars burn in hell.”

Sammy laughs.

SAMMY
Just say I lent it to you.

JERRY
I don’t know, man.

SAMMY
Or! We can sell it?

JERRY
And go to the movies?

SAMMY
And get some spray cans.

JERRY
Let’s do it.

SAMMY
All right. I’ll catch you later.

They do their “secret” handshake.

Sammy zips across the busy STREET of cars, into -

“ROSIO’S JEWELRY STORE”

From Jerry’s POV: Display cases full of GOLD and SILVER are in the front windows 
covered by IRON security bars. Sammy goes behind the counter and gives a WOMAN a 
kiss.

We can’t help but notice that Jerry is alone. He rides off. 
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EXT. NEIGHBORHOOD - WOOD ST. - SUNSET

Jerry rides the bike along a sidewalk. Up ahead of him he sees DARK FIGURES. He 
crosses the street to the opposite sidewalk.

As he nears, the group he avoided are members of the SATAN DISCIPLES. They 
represent their creed.

THUG #1
DI-SCIP-LE!

Jerry pretends to ignore them. He pedals on.

THUG #2
Saint killer!

THUG #3
(to Thug #2)

Chill.
(to Jerry)

Whadd’up shorty? Come over here so we can holler 
at you.

Jerry’s eye race about looking for an answer.

JERRY
Maybe next time. I have to go home.

Jerry pedals on.

As Jerry approaches the street corner.

PETER WORM (29), light skinned multiracial, the Satan Disciple’s Boss, sits quietly 
parked in a GANGSTER CAR with MANNY, in discussion.

Jerry recognizes him but avoids eye contact. 

ANGLE ON THE CAR

Peter watches Jerry pass in front of the car. Peter leans out the driver’s side window.

PETER WORM
(to Jerry)

Ah, kid. You live on the next block, right? 
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JERRY
Yeah.

PETER WORM
You know who I am?

Jerry shakes his head, “no.”

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
Why don’t you come kick it with the folks? You’ve 
seen us around right...

He gestures over to the gang members. Jerry does not say anything. 

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
You ain’t gotta be scared of none of us. We here to 
protect the hood and everybody in it.

MANNY
That’s love, folks.

Peter Worm and Guy shake hands.

PETER WORM
You should join our gang. We’ll show you how to 
have some real fun.

JERRY
I-I can’t. I don’t want to get in trouble.

They laugh.

PETER WORM
What, you think we dah boogey men or some shit?

JERRY
I gotta get going.

PETER WORM
Ah, hold up. Nobody gotta know what you do. Do 
me a favor, just tell me what you see from time to 
time. You know, like watching out for the hood.

Jerry thinks about it.
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JERRY
Uh, alright.

PETER WORM
That’s what’s up. Alright then, I’ll let you go.

JERRY
Okay, see you later.

PETER WORM
Ah, I got somethin’ for you.

Peter Worm reaches in his back seat and hands Jerry a bag.

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
You can keep that.

Jerry grabs it and sees a GAME SYSTEM.

JERRY
Are you serious? Thanks man!

PETER WORM
Favor for a favor.

Jerry pedals away.

EXT. JERRY’S HOUSE - NIGHT

The home is not well kept. Cracked and peeling paint cover the old siding. Weeds grow 
wild in the compact front lawn. Jerry walks the bike through the gangway of the home. 

Jerry chains the bike under a rotting back-porch next to his rusty bike.

INT. JERRY’S HOUSE - KITCHEN

Jerry enters and locks the door behind him.

This is clearly a place with an obsessive compulsive hoarder. The stove is full of dirty 
cooking-ware, the trash is full. Stacks of sale-papers, new and used containers and dried 
goods fill counter-space. The breakfast table is cluttered except for one of the four chairs.
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GLORIA (O.S.)
Where were you?

He lets out a deep breath.

JERRY
Playing basketball with friends.

GLORIA PATAKI (50), heavy-set, bifocals, wearing an extra large T-shirt with no pants.

GLORIA
Don’t you dare give me attitude. Unless you want a 
good crack in the mouth.

Pleading.

JERRY
(pleading)

I wasn’t. 

GLORIA
What time is it?

He looks down. She looks confrontational.

GLORIA (CONT’D)
I asked you a question!

JERRY
Want me to take the trash out?

GLORIA
Don’t change the subject!

He is backed into a corner.

JERRY
I’m sorry.

GLORIA
You better be. Next time you don’t obey the rules, 
you’re going to get it.
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JERRY
(softly)

Okay.

GLORIA
What was that? Speak up.

JERRY
Yes.

She eyeballs his every move.

GLORIA
And the trash isn’t ready to go out.

Jerry looks at the full trashcan. Shrugs.

JERRY
Alright.

GLORIA
But you can do the dishes after supper. 

JERRY
What’d you make? I’m starving.

GLORIA
Leftovers are in the refrigerator.

She walks away.

Jerry opens the over stuffed refrigerator. He shifts a few items around. There is mold. 

LATER

He eats spaghetti.

LATER

He washes dishes.

INT. LIVING ROOM - LATER

Jerry is in a recliner drawing Monster figures. 
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CHRISTIE (15), stares at the television. She is sedated.

The room is adjoined by the - 

DINING ROOM

Gloria looks over papers. She is surrounded by stacks and piles of more papers.

LATER

INT. JERRY’S BEDROOM - LATER

The neatest part of the house. He lies in bed, trying to sleep. Tosses and turns.

LATER

GUNFIRE SOUNDS wake Jerry in the middle of the night.

The CLOCK reads, “2:49a.m.”

Screams and shouts are heard.

Jerry’s eyes are wide open.

NEIGHBORHOOD - NIGHT

BIRDS-EYE-VIEW: Police SIRENS and POLICE CARS speed through the grid-like 
neighborhood. 

ESTABLISHING - ST. JOSEPH’S CATHOLIC MIDDLE SCHOOL - MORNING

The church is the largest building in the neighborhood.

CLASSROOM

The CHALKBOARD has a student chocolate SALES CHART with Sammy and Jerry in 
the lead.

Jerry can hardly keep his eyes open in class. His eyelids open and close repeatedly. 

SONYA, a well groomed popular student, reads from a Science book.
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SONYA
As it’s name implies, a neutron star is an exotic type 
of star that is composed of neutrons. Stars smaller 
than 1.35 times the mass of our sun cannot become 
white dwarfs. 

Sammy shifts his chair around to get Jerry to wake up.

SONYA (CONT’D)
Instead, the star dies in a catastrophic supernova 
explosion and the remaining core becomes a 
neutron star.

From Jerry’s blurred POV; a large mass moves closer to him with each slow blink of his 
eyelids. 

MISS DEBELLA (50’s), broad-shouldered Italian-American with heavy, colorful 
makeup and curled red hair, SLAMS HER HANDS on his desk. 

MISS DEBELLA
Wake Up!

Jerry is shocked into attention. Various students chuckle softly.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Do you think it’s fine to be disrespectful to your 
fellow classmates?

JERRY
No.

MISS DEBELLA
Did I say you could speak?

JERRY
I’m sorry.

She grabs him by his uniform collar and jerks him around.

MISS DEBELLA
Raise your hand and speak when called on!

Jerry looks as though he is fighting back tears.
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MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Now you can stand for the rest of the period.

KNOCK. KNOCK. The classroom goes silent.

Miss DeBella tidies her appearance and answers the door. 

Chuckling, Sammy mouths, “I tried to wake you.” Jerry shakes his head in disapproval. 

MRS. SCHMIDT (60), the school principle, heavy-set with short hair is with KEVIN and 
his MOTHER. 

MRS. SCHMIDT
Would you please come outside for a moment?

MISS DEBELLA
Yes. (to the students as a whole) Class, continue 
reading silently.

From Jerry’s P.O.V., he recognizes KEVIN. 

A classmate to the right of Jerry, passes him a NOTE. Other kids laugh at Jerry for being 
the one who disrupted class.

INSERT: “I think you’re cute! ‘heart symbol’ Signed Luz.”

Jerry looks to LUZ MARIA, who is giving him the eye.

A spitball smacks Jerry in the temple. 

Sammy and a handful of students laugh. Jerry is red-faced and panicking.   

Miss Debella enters.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
(militant)

Samuel! In the hall! Now!

Sammy gets up slowly and walks to the door in frustration.

Jerry looks like he just saw a ghost then he looks down.

Miss Debella tries to grab Sammy by the neck on his way out.
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SAMMY
Don’t touch me!

MISS DEBELLA
Excuse me!? You got a lot of nerve.

STUDENTS
Oooooooohhh.

MISS DEBELLA
That’s enough. Fernando. 

FERNANDO, the real life Millhouse without glasses, pulls his finger from his nose, in 
shock. 

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Pick up where we left off.

She walks back out to the hall.

Jerry has sweat running from his temples.

LATER

The school BUZZER sounds. The class exits.

Jerry slowly folds up his books.

He sees Miss Debella at her desk focused on something.

Jerry approaches cautiously.

JERRY
Miss Debella?

MISS DEBELLA
What is it Jerry?

JERRY
What happened to Sam?

Jerry sees that Sammy names has been erased from SALES CHART on the 
CHALKBOARD.
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MISS DEBELLA
You won’t be seeing him anymore. He was expelled 
from our school. You should stay far away from 
him. When you and your fellow students are 
confirmed in the spring, you will be young adults 
who are responsible for your actions.  

Jerry looks hurt to hear this.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
You got that?

JERRY
Yes, Miss Debella.

She looks at him with concern.

MISS DEBELLA
Do you have something you want to tell me?

Jerry starts to stutter.

JERRY
I... I... I... I.

MISS DEBELLA
Come on. Out with it?

He gives up.

JERRY
Never mind.

Jerry walks away with his head down. She watches Jerry leave.

INT. JERRY HOUSE - LIVING ROOM

Jerry is on the PHONE.

It RINGS.

ROSIO (O.S.)
Hello?
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JERRY
Hi. May I speak to Sammy?

ROSIO
Is this Jerry?

Nervous.

JERRY
(nervous)

Yes.

ROSIO (O.S.)
Hi Jerry. Sammy is grounded from going out and 
talking to his friends for a long time. Okay?

JERRY
Umh, Okay. Sorry to..

CLICK. Jerry listens to the receiver. Dial TONE.

He hangs up the phone slowly.

Gloria was watching him from the hall. She walks into the bathroom.

INT. DIAZ RESIDENCE - NIGHT

The home is furnished plush and proper, something like a palace in a lower-class 
neighborhood. 

ROSIO (40’s) voluptuous with thick long hair, jewelry, and makeup. Sits with her family 
at the dining table that is open to the kitchen. Sammy, LETI (15)playful and kind, and 
GRACIE (12), often jealous of Sammy, are having dinner.

ROSIO
I can’t keep looking for schools to put you in! The 
public school system cut you off. Now a Catholic 
school!

SAMMY
That teacher hated me right from the start.
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DANNY (21), thuggish older brother. Stands up while shoveling a plate of food in his 
mouth by the sink.

DANNY
You shoulda knocked that fool out.

Gracie laughs.

ROSIO
(to George)

You know what, you can leave!
(to Gracie)

Don’t laugh.

DANNY
Chill out, Sammy knows I’m just fuckin around.

ROSIO
I don’t care what he knows. 

She catches herself. Leti and Gracie laugh. 

SAMMY
What?

ROSIO
(to Sammy)

Sorry, mijo. That didn’t come out right.

She directs her attention back to Danny who puts his dish in the sink, then back to 
Sammy.

ROSIO (CONT’D)
I’m saying that right now, it’s about how to improve 
his situation. 

DANNY
Yeah, yeah, listen to Mami, fool. I’m outta here.

Danny pushes Sammy’s head as he leaves out the back door.

ROSIO
You coming back home tonight?

DANNY
Nah, I’ma kick it at Crystal’s. 
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ROSIO
You need to stop messing with that nasty girl.

DANNY
Yeah! Like you know what’s bes’ for me.

ROSIO
Whatever! Just go already.

DANNY
(to Sammy)

Hey, jerk. Stay in school, don’t be a fool.

Sammy rolls his eyes. Danny exits.

ROSIO
I know things aren’t the same since your father....

SAMMY
Whatever Mom, lets just drop it.

GRACIE
You see?! He always wants things his way, even 
when he messes up big time.

ROSIO
That’s enough. You’re not helping.

GRACIE
I’m done listening to this.

Gracie stomps off to her room.

ROSIO
Tengo consado mijo. I’m tired. I really am. 

Sammy looks at a framed memorial PICTURE of his father on the windowsill.

ROSIO (CONT’D)
I can’t keep this family going if I have to constantly 
stop to see what you’re doing or shouldn’t be doing. 
Me escuchas?

SAMMY
Don’t worry about me. Can I get ten bucks for the 
arcade? 
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ROSIO
Fine.

She grabs her purse.

INT. JERRY’S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

The rain splatters from the window cast dappled shadows on Jerry’s face.  He sees Gloria 
on the sidewalk, approaching the home.

CHRISTIE (O.S.)
You almost ready?

He finishes stuffing a duffle bag with dirty clothes.

JERRY
One minute.

LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Gloria walks in. Christie carries her laundry to the door.

GLORIA
Where are you going?

CHRISTIE
Dad left money so Jerry and I can do laundry.

GLORIA
He didn’t tell me anything about this.

CHRISTIE
He surprised us. You weren’t here.

Jerry enters with his duffle bag in hand. 

Gloria sees Christie’s change purse on a table with cash hanging out.

Gloria takes the cash.

CHRISTIE (CONT’D)
What do you think your doing?!
Give it back!
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Christie grabs Gloria’s hand. Gloria is enraged and holds on to the money.

JERRY
Mom?! What are you doing?

GLORIA
When your father isn’t home, I’m in charge.

Jerry helps Christie by grabbing Gloria’s hands.

A Tug-O-War ensues and Jerry comes out victorious.

He runs to the bathroom and closes the door. 

Gloria KICKS at the bathroom door violently.

GLoria (CONT’D)
Open this door. 

JERRY
No.

CHRISTIE
Don’t come out, Jerry!

Gloria grabs a knife from the kitchen to pick at the door jam.

CHRISTIE (CONT’D)
You got no right to take that money!  Dad left that 
for us!

INT.  BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jerry looks under the door to see where she is. He sees her feet walk away.

LIVING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Gloria grips the knife while walking toward Christie.

GLORIA
Don't you tell me what I can and can't do!
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CHRISTIE
Well, it’s the truth.

Jerry opens up the bathroom door.

Jerry
Alright!  Here. 

He sets the money on a space heater, then sits on the couch. 

Gloria stares at Jerry.

JERRY (CONT’D)
I’m sorry. The moneys there.

He points to it.

Gloria sets the knife down on the table then picks up a plate and breaks it over Jerry’s 
head. 

CHRISTIE
What the fuck is your problem!?

GLORIA
“Fuck!?” Damn defiant, disobedient kids. That’s my 
problem!

She grabs a porcelain coffee MUG from the table and goes after Christie.   

Christie backs up into a chair and kicks her away.

GLORIA (CONT’D)
You’re going to get it!  You’re going to get a crack 
for every kick! That's 2..! 3..! 4..!

CHRISTIE
Get the fuck away from me, you psycho!

Christie kicks her in the stomach again and again.

GLORIA
5..! 6..!
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Gloria breaks through Christie’s defense and just unleashes on her. She connects with her 
skull a few times.

CHRISTIE
AHHH! You Fucking Bitch!

GLORIA
(repeating)
Fucking Bitch!?

Jerry
Stop! Stop it! Mom!

Jerry sees the KNIFE Gloria set down on the table.

Gloria strikes a MUG down on Christie’s head, but it breaks. She strikes a couple more 
times but cannot hold the broken MUG.

GLORIA
You think you can say and do whatever you want!? 
Well you got another thing coming. 

Christie is bleeding from her head. Her trembling hands and legs are in a state of shock. 
She moans.  

Gloria breathes heavily.

GLORIA (CONT’D)
I’ve had it with you two. You both can go to hell!

She is still holding onto a broken piece of the MUG. She looks at it.

GLORIA (CONT’D)
Here's a nice gash for you.

Gloria slices at Christie’s thigh. Christie screams.

Gloria gathers her bag and leaves.

CHRISTIE
(trembling)

Jerry... Call an ambulance.

Frozen with his back against a wall, Jerry moves into action. 
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He dials.

LATER

EXT. JERRY HOUSE - NIGHT

An AMBULANCE is outside the house. 

Christie is loaded onto the vehicle.

Jerry wipes tears from his face. He watches the ambulance drive off. The flashing 
emergency lights grow faint on his face until they are nonexistent. 

NEXT DOOR

THREE YOUNG LATINO CHILDREN in the neighboring house look on while 
whispering among themselves.  The FATHER comes to the door and quiets them then 
hurries the kids inside.

Jerry walks back into the house and shuts the door.

INT. JERRY'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - MORNING

A BUZZING ALARM-CLOCK sounds.

Dazed, Jerry sits up in bed. He feels the cold in the room. The clock reads “7:30am.” He 
turns it off. He rubs the sleep out of his eyes. 

He walks cautiously to his door. He opens the door, trying not to make a sound.

HALLWAY

Jerry tiptoes to CHRISTIE’S ROOM. 

GLORIA (O.S.)
Breakfast is on the stove.

Jerry is startled.

GLORIA (O.S.) (CONT’D)
Don’t dilly-dally or you’ll be late for school.

He hears the toilet FLUSH.
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JERRY
I won’t.

GLORIA (O.S.)
What was that?

JERRY
I won’t! (quietly) Be late.

He puts his ear to the door. It is quiet. He carefully opens the door.

CHRISTIE’S ROOM

Her bed is empty. The laundry bag by her bedside has not moved since the night before. 

He walks back into-

JERRY’S BEDROOM

He rifles through his laundry bag and pulls out his school uniform. He leans in to smell it, 
immediately making a “yuck” face.

LATER

Jerry sprays himself with cologne.

EXT. JERRY’S HOUSE - MORNING

There is a new winter frost blanketing the neighborhood.

Jerry exits the front door with a backpack in tow. It’s too bright outside for him. He puts 
the last bite of a SANDWICH into his mouth then shuts the door.

He slips at the bottom of the front-porch steps on a sheet of ice. 

NEIGHBORHOOD

It is quiet out. Jerry zips the windbreaker all the way up to insulate himself from the cold. 
It does not help. He shivers. He looks at his watch. He quickens his pace.

He cuts through a walkway that separates two properties. He carefully opens and closes a 
small fence then jogs through to the alley. He’s done this before.

The row of garages are loaded with all sorts of GANG GRAFFITI. 
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ALLEY

Jerry runs down the alleyway.

He cuts through another walkway. 

EXT. ST. JOSEPH'S ELEMENTARY SCHOOL - MORNING

A line of students file into the school. Jerry makes it just in time.

One of Jerry’s classmates shakes his head in disbelief.

INT. ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH - DAY

FINGERS PLAY MUSIC ON AN ELECTRONIC KEYBOARD staged to the side of the 
alter.

RALPH HOPKINS (40’s) dressed professionally yet shabbily,  mechanically leads the 
students in a music lesson. His approach is un-inspirational although he does mean well.

The students are in two groups on either side of the alter holding sheet music to “Friends 
are Friends Forever.” 

RALPH
Second chorus. Let’s really hit it this time everyone. 
On three. 

He builds up the melody with some bounce in his long curly brown hair.

RALPH (CONT’D)
One... One... One. Two. Three.

Some of the kids take him seriously, others shoot looks of discomfort and mockery back 
and forth though they are careful not to be seen by Miss Debella.

RALPH & STUDENTS
(singing)

“Friends are friends forever, and the lords the lord 
of them, 

Their efforts are discordant and frustrating to Miss DeBella as she patrols the students. 
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RALPH & STUDENTS (CONT’D)
..and a friend will not say never  because the 
welcome will not end. 

We see students add more effort as she nears their immediate space. 

STUDENTS
Though it’s hard to let you go in the fathers hands 
we know, 

Miss DeBella walks up to Jerry who has been mumbling the words. She stares him down, 
urging him to sing.

MISS DEBELLA
(with intensity)

Project.

JERRY & STUDENTS
...but a lifetimes not too long ...to live as friends.”

Ralph hits the piano keys with gusto and goes onto a solo.

RALPH
“But a lifetimes not too looooonnnggg! To live as 
friends.”

He finishes the song with his eyes closed.

RALPH (CONT’D)
Lets all give a round of applause to each other. You 
guys are doing great.

Some of the kids roll their eyes. 

Everyone claps. Some kids clap with more excitement for being done with the music.

Jerry looks up to the ornate alter, saintly statues and mourning face of Jesus upon the 
crucifixion. 

Ralph packs up the electric piano.

MISS DEBELLA
Okay, everyone, let’s all thank Mr. Hopkins for 
coming out.
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STUDENTS
Thank you Mr. Hopkins.

RALPH
You’re very welcome.

MISS DEBELLA
Form two lines.

When the group is in an orderly position.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Okay, lets go.

They march to exit the church.

SONYA stands next to Jerry in line. She pinches her nose.

SONYA
(quietly disgusted)

You stink. Don’t you know how to shower?

JERRY
It’s not me, it’s my clothes. 

SONYA
So wash them then.

JERRY
...I was going to but the laundromat, it was closed...

SONYA
You use a laundromat? Is your family poor?

Jerry is embarrassed.

INT. CLASSROOM - DAY

Miss Debella enters and closes the door.

MISS DEBELLA
I can’t believe some of you! How hard is it to 
memorize one song? Sheeeesh! Walter is the only 
one who didn’t have a paper in front of him!
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WALTER, a well-mannered, rosy-cheeked, blonde-haired, blue-eyed student blushes for 
being called out.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Thank you, Walter.

WALTER
You are welcome, Miss Debella. 

He is reassured.

MISS DEBELLA
Confirmation is a month away and if you think I am 
going to let you sing in front of the entire school 
like this, you’re wrong. No way! If you don’t have 
the song cemented into your brains by next week, 
you will be staying after school glued to your seats 
writing out the song one hundred times as a 
punishment each day until you know it. Am I clear?

STUDENTS
(somber)

Yes, Miss DeBella.

MISS DEBELLA
With a little conviction! Sheesh!

STUDENTS
Yes, Miss DeBella!

Jerry looks weary.

EXT. JERRY’S NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

Jerry somberly walks along the sidewalk toting his backpack.

Wicked is perched up on the steps of a house.

WICKED
What up, folks.

He tries to shake Jerry’s hand but Jerry does not know the gang’s handshake. 
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WICKED (CONT’D)
Follow me.

He slowly motions finger moves. They hook fingers and make gang signs.

WICKED (CONT’D)
We can match our nations.

JERRY
Okay, I see.

WICKED
Or you can kill nations we warring with. Keep our 
nation up.

Wicked forms a flurry of different gang signs with his speech.

WICKED (CONT’D)
You can throw down any of the “peoples nations 
under the five point star and they rock all their shit 
to the left. Saint killer, Latin King killer, La Raza 
Killer, Bishop, Black Stone killer, Vice Lord killer. 
Or any folk nations we in peace with under the six 
point star you can give respect too. Folks bang all 
their colors to the right. Gangster Disciple, Two-
Six, Maniac Latin Disciples, Knights. You can drop 
the five point star. Or represent the six point star. 

JERRY
Holy shit. That’s confusing.

WICKED
Don’t trip, you’ll get it right-right quick.

A POLICE CAR grabs their attention by speeding down the street.  

WICKED (CONT’D)
That’s 931, Mike and Joe. They’ll bust our balls but 
they alright. We in second shift, You’ll get familiar 
with all the different five-o. Watch out for 917, 
Slick, and Berry. They do some shady ass shit. 
Locking niggah’s up if you don’t hand shit over or 
dropping fools off in another hood. 
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JERRY
Why they do that.

WICKED
So other gangstah’s can fuck you up. They had the 
Saints smash my ass one time, and just laughed at 
my bloody ass.

WICKED (CONT’D)
Here comes Worm.

Peter Worm pulls up in a MINI VAN.

PETER WORM
What up? How it is?

WICKED
All good, it’s quiet today.

PETER WORM
Jerry, take a ride with me.

JERRY
Where?

PETER WORM
Don’t worry about that. Come on, it’ll be quick.

Jerry gets into the car.

INT./EXT. PETER WORM’S MINIVAN - DAY

ASHLAND BLVD.  

PETER WORM
Who you stay with?

JERRY
It’s just my mom, my sister and me.

PETER WORM
Where’s your pop’s?

Jerry doesn’t want to answer.
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JERRY
He’s working in another state, I don’t know... 

PETER WORM
People like you and me have to look out for each 
other.

JERRY
Yeah.

PETER WORM
Don’t just agree with me to agree with me. I want 
you to understand what I’m sayin’. Nobody is going 
to help you or me out. You get me?

Jerry thinks for a bit.

JERRY
Kind of...

PETER WORM
Look over there.

He points to downtown Chicago at a distance away.

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
There’s a whole lot of people that are plugged and 
they stay plugged. They ain’t never gonna come 
around our way and help the community out. 
They’d rather own what little we got or see that we 
disappear.

JERRY
I don’t want anything from over there.

PETER WORM
You and me both. But what they do that’s no 
different from what I do is buy and sell whatever 
the fuck is on the market, protect it, and figure out 
how to beat out they competition.  

JERRY
Sounds like a game.
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PETER WORM
Yup, win or lose, either you eat or be eatin. But you 
gotta watch out cause some wolves wear sheep’s 
clothes and the other way around.

Jerry looks out as they drive by the busy commercial district. 

EXT. SUPERSTORE PARKING LOT - DAY

The parking lot is moderately filled with cars. WIDE ON PETER WORMS MINIVAN 
pulling into the lot.

INT. PETER WORM'S MINIVAN - DAY

He suspiciously scans the area. He rides up to a parking lane to find -

DANNY (Sammy’s older brother) waiting in a CHEVY CAPRICE.

Peter Worm parks next to the Caprice. He signals Danny to come over. Danny casually 
exits his car with a shopping bag and enters Peter Worm’s back seat-

INT. PETER WORM’S CAR - CONTINUOUS

DANNY
You take too damn long. Got me sitting out in 
public with all this weight.

PETER WORM
Yah, calm down. You here in one piece.

Scared, Jerry sits quietly, and wide-eyed.

DANNY
What’s with the soccer-mom get up?

PETER WORM
This here is a family vehicle for all eyes concerned. 
Right shorty?

Jerry just nods.
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DANNY
Tell your boy to relax or people going to think he’s 
a victim or some shit.

PETER WORM
He’s cool.

DANNY
Whatever.. Come on.

Danny hands the shopping bag to Peter Worm.

DANNY (CONT’D)
Here... What you waitin’ for? Up that loot.

Peter Worm looks at the bag and then he looks around.

PETER WORM
I got you. What you think this is, a relay race or 
some shit..

Peter reaches into his jacket and pulls out a fat wad of cash. 

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
That’s twenty stacks right there.

Danny quickly snatches the money and sees a lot of one dollar bills. He’s pissed-

DANNY
Mothafucka, I told not to be doing..

PETER WORM
Money is money, fool. I didn’t have time to 
exchange the shit for ‘hunerds’ at the bank..

Danny quickly rifles through the money like a Las Vegas dealer. 

Peter Worm pulls out a shoebox to reveal a kilo of cocaine. He then pulls a knife from his 
pocket to cut into the package.

DANNY
That shit is right. Same as last time.
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PETER WORM
What, you can count my stacks but I can’t test 
yours?

Peter Worm dips his knife into the bag and snorts a heap of cocaine.

PETER WORM (CONT’D)
You need to stop spoon-feeding me this shit. I want 
the buffet. 

DANNY
You ain’t gettin’ my connect if that’s what you 
askin’.

PETER WORM
You keep yo’ connect, and bring me five of these..

DANNY
Stop clownin’. 

PETER WORM
Do I look like I’m clownin’? 

They hold on a stare, when TWO MASKED MEN surprise them both with guns drawn. 
MASKED MAN #1 opens Danny’s door.

MASKED MAN #1
Move mothahfuckah’ and I’ll smoke yo’ ass right 
now! 

MASKED MAN #2
You heard him!

PETER WORM
What the fuck...

Danny puts his hands on the front seat. He’s pissed.

DANNY
Damn?!

MASKED MAN #1
Shut the fuck up, give me the bags!

The masked men take the money and the drugs with guns pointed. 
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DANNY
You motherfuckers just fucked up.

MASKED MAN #1
Nah, this here’s a come up, have a nice day.

The men are gone as fast as they came. Danny watches their car.

DANNY
FUCK!!

Peter Worm just leans his head back. Jerry has a panic-attack.

Danny exits, but he looks back at Peter Worm with narrowed eyes.

EXT. EMPTY LOT - DAY

Jerry and a group of the Satan Disciples are together in an empty lot between two 
residential buildings.

GORDO (20), husky with broad features, a slick dresser, has everyone’s attention. 

PETER WORM
Nah, nah, fuck that, everybody needs to start 
showing some presence.

GORDO
For show. And that’s gonna be mandatory.

PETER WORM
We need security out here every damn day. (to 
Jerry) Ah, Shorty, we going to need your eyes and 
ears more that ever. You’re the boots on the ground.

WICKED, 18, regular build, slightly long slick black hair with a ponytail. He is a 
dedicated soldier, has a droopy face, he gets high on marijuana often.

WICKED
I’m coming here all the time, all the time. Before 
work, after. And what do I find? It’s like a ghost 
town. 
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HITLER, 23, loudmouthed, rugged, is in mechanic clothes, he tends to overindulge in 
what it is to be a gangster.

HITLER
Stop exaggerating niggah! Yo’ ass be passed out or 
high on some shit in your car, talkin’ bout, (in a 
feminine voice) “if it wasn’t for me the whole 
Disciple Nation would come crashing down.”

WICKED
Ah hell nah, his loud ass be on some come and go 
shit! All the time! 

GORDO
He does be on that drive-through busting out shit.

HITLER
(laughs)

Yah, don’t get salty cause I got that get-up-and-go 
whip!

Hitler mimes driving fast.

WICKED
Plus, where are the straps at? All we got are a 
couple busted ass tonka toy guns.

HITLER
And they ain’t even loaded. 

MANNY, 24, Gordo’s older brother, husky with a beer belly, the most aggressive of the 
gang.

MANNY
Both y’all dumb asses can shut the fuck up! The 
straps are coming but mothafucka’s need to be 
coming with dues at the meetings.

WICKED
(sarcastic)

In the meantime, me and Little Spy over here will 
just brick everybody to death.

Little Spy is Jerry’s nickname.
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HITLER
(laughing)

Fuck it, we’z gangsta’s!

GORDO
The fact is we got a bunch of sissy-ass no-shows.

MANNY
Look. I don’t give a fuck whats been going on, I 
know everybody got shit to do, this, that, and the 
other. But the nation needs to become everybody’s 
priority! I don’t want to hear any kind of excuses or 
bullshit stories. The folks are going be keeping tabs 
on everybody from now on!

HITLER
Everybody?

GORDO
(laughing)

Stupid ass.

MANNY
Yes niggah! Every mothafuckin’ body! Case 
closed!

Jerry is overwhelmed by all of their intentions.

EXT. 48TH STREET - DAY

Gordo walks with Jerry along the sidewalk.

GORDO
You wanna make some money homie?

JERRY
Yeah.

GORDO
I can help you with that.

JERRY
Oh yeah?
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GORDO
Yes sir.

JERRY
Um..?

GORDO
What’s the matter?

JERRY
Well..

GORDO
Speak yo’ mind shorty.

JERRY
I never sold..

GORDO
You don’t gotta be shy about that. Nobody just 
knows how to sell. You learn along the way, pimp.

JERRY
Cool. 

GORDO
The thing about drugs and people is, everybody 
loves their high. Whatever the fuck it is. We’re 
providing a service cause that’s what people want 
so we keep the fantasy factory goin’. And all you 
gotta do is tell them that you can help them out. The 
rest is simple mathematics. 

Jerry looks confused.

GORDO (CONT’D)
(laughs)

Don’t trip, I’ma set you up. You’ll get it real quick.

FLASHBACK: 

INT. ST. JOSEPH’S CHURCH - DAY

Jerry is at church with Gloria and Christie. The pews are full of people.  
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Jerry’s POV, people are walking up and down the aisles with collection baskets. 

Gloria puts a 20 dollar bill in the basket already heaping with money. 

Jerry looks at his tattered shoes, then at the pristine altar where the priest gives his 
sermon. 

INT. JERRY’S HOUSE - BATHROOM - DAY

Wide-eyed, Jerry tends to Christie’s bandages. She sits on the toilet with her hair 
covering her face. The sink has discarded bloody bandages. He pours alcohol onto a 
cotton ball. 

JERRY 
Eucck. The hairs are stuck to the scab. ...Does it 
hurt?

CHRISTIE
No, it feels really nice!

Jerry sees three sets of STITCHES in Christie’s scalp. He dabs at the wounds. 

CHRISTIE (CONT’D)
Ouch! You ass! 

JERRY
What!? You told me to clean it. 

CHRISTIE
Not so hard, ya jerk.

Jerry continues dabbing gently at her scalp. Christie clenches her jaw.

JERRY
Do you have to go back the hospital? 

CHRISTIE
I’m not going back. Not with her. 

JERRY
How will you get the stitches out?
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CHRISTIE
They don’t takes these ones out. I guess they 
dissolve on their own...? 

JERRY
Wow. ...But, the scars will still be there.

CHRISTIE
Good thing I have lots of hair.

JERRY
Want to play my new game?

CHRISTIE
Where’d you get it?

JERRY
Peter Worm gave it to me.

CHRISTIE
Why?

JERRY
Just.

CHRISTIE
Just? 

JERRY
Because he wants to..

CHRISTIE
Whatever. My boyfriend said I can move in with 
him.

Jerry freezes for a moment. He gets another cotton ball and saturates it with alcohol. 

JERRY
Really? 

CHRISTIE
Are you kidding? Hell yeah! You think I want to 
stay here?

He nods, “no” and changes demeanor.
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JERRY
When are you leaving?

Looking at her wounds.

JERRY (CONT’D)
It’s clean.

She sees he does not want her to go.

CHRISTIE
Don’t worry. You can come visit me.

He puts the old bandages in the trash.

INT. JERRY HOUSE - DINING ROOM - DAY

Jerry dials on the PHONE. It RINGS.

JERRY
Is Sammy there? ...Can you tell him Jerry called.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Bye.

He hangs up the phone.

INT. JERRY’S HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - DAY

Jerry pulls the television out to get behind it. He connects cords. He plants himself down 
to play the game-system Peter Worm gave him. He turns the television on. He stares at 
STATIC.

Gloria walks over to Jerry with a POST-IT note.

GLORIA
Where did that game come from?

JERRY
Sammy let me borrow it.

GLORIA
I don’t want you playing that garbage. It will rot 
your brain.
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JERRY
No it won’t. 

GLORIA
Yes, it will. Now go over to Ms. Polk’s house. She 
asked for you to pick up some groceries for her.

She hands him the post-it note.

EXT. LOCAL GROCERY STORE - DAY

Jerry walks out of the grocery store with a grocery BAG and picks up his stolen bike and 
hangs the bag on the handle bar. He pedals off.

EXT. MS. POLK’S APARTMENT - DAY

A gate swings closed behind Jerry. He walks up porch steps with the grocery bag. He 
sees, MS. POLK (80), look out her front window. Jerry waits while she UNLOCKS four 
different locks. 

MS. POLK
Hello, Jerry.

JERRY
Hi Ms. Polk.

He hands her the grocery bag.

MS. POLK
Always dependable. How’s your mom?

JERRY
She’s good.

MS. POLK
That’s good. Are you doing good in school?

He nods, “yes.”

MS. POLK (CONT’D)
You be careful, Jerry. The neighborhood is getting 
really bad with all these low-life gang members 
running around on the streets. 

(MORE)
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It’s entirely the parents fault. I’m glad you’re being 
raised right. Now here’s a little something for you.

She hands him a DOLLAR BILL.

JERRY
Thank you, Ms. Polk.

MS. POLK
No need to chew your ear off with my bickering, 
you have a good head on your shoulders.

She closes the door.

EXT. JERRY’S NEIGHBORHOOD - STREET - DAY

Jerry pedals his bicycle as fast as he can up the street.

He plays chicken with an oncoming car. The car stops to give him the right of way.

Jerry turns a street corner and approaches--

EXT. SATAN DISCIPLE APARTMENT - DAY

A group of Satan Disciples can be seen hanging inside and in front of a run down two-
story apartment. On the second floor, LOON (18), branded by face tattoos, is perched on 
the windowsill. He spots Jerry and quickly calls attention to the group.

LOON
Woo-Woo! Eyes on game!?

All the heads turn to see.

GORDO
Don’t trip. He’s all good. 

Jerry nears. 

GORDO (CONT’D)
Come kick it with us, Lil’ Spy.

Jerry brakes the bike to a halt.

MS. POLK (CONT’D)
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FRONT STOOP

A few Satan Disciples hector Jerry, while Wicked circles around the sidewalk with 
Jerry’s bike.

WICKED
This a dope-ass bike, Jerry.

HITLER
So what, you a holy niggah or somethin’?

JERRY
Huh, I don’t, I just go to a Catholic school.

HITLER
You a rich-ass mothafucka! Why don’t you give me 
some of that money? You don’t need it, you got 
God on yo’ side. 

JERRY
What!? I’m not rich...

LOON
The church’ll be all right. They don’t need all that 
loot. I could buy hellah buds with that money. Be an 
entrepreneur n’shit.

JERRY
My Mom makes me go. I don’t know...

DICE
(to Loon)

Fuck you talkin’ bout, business, you’ll smoke a 
business in one day.

GORDO
Fuck the bullshit. Lil Spy needs to wear the nations 
colors.

HITLER
For real, G. you gotta start representing black and 
blue.
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DICE
You already false flagging, with that baby blue 
shirt.

Jerry is wearing a light blue shirt and navy blue pants, it is his school uniform.

A CAR drives up with a young lady behind the wheel.

WICKED 
Ah, folks! Who’s this female?

DICE
(to the car)

Disciple!

As the car approaches, a SAINT pops up with a GUN in his hand. 

BANG! BANG! BANG! He open fires. Jerry freezes. BULLETS whiz  by and hit the 
house behind Jerry. The group takes cover. The car speeds off. Gordo throws a BRICK at 
the car. 

GORDO
Light ’em up! 

Hitler runs out of the gangway with a GUN IN HAND, gets out into the street and fires 
off a few rounds. 

Wicked breaks the back-window with a bottle then gives chase onto the bike. Jerry looks 
out on the mayhem. 

GORDO (CONT’D)
You all good?

JERRY
(to Gordo)

Who was that?

GORDO
Them bitch-ass Saints. 

Hitler comes running back with the gun in his hoodie sweatshirt. 

HITLER
I know I hit somethin’! We good?   
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GORDO
We good. Stash that strap before Five-O starts 
vampin’ on us.

HITLER
Fuck I look like, housekeeping?

At a distance, a GUN SHOT is heard.

GORDO
Ah, Little Spy. Find a spot for this at your crib.

Hitler puts the gun in Jerry’s HAND.

HITLER
Bounce, niggah!

Jerry snaps to and starts jogging.

HITLER (CONT’D)
Nah, kid. Go through the alley.

GORDO
Ah, don’t bring attention to yo’ self! 

Jerry walks fast through the gangway.

EXT. ALLEY - DAY

Jerry hears POLICE SIRENS, and hides behind a trashcan. Jerry peeks and sees a 
POLICE CAR zip by at the end of the alley.

Jerry notices a line of FREIGHT CARS in MOTION at the opposite end of the alley. He 
goes towards it.

He climbs over a fence and onto the raised concrete slope that is filled with shrubbery 
and trash, guarding the train-tracks.

Jerry PUSHES through some of the DENSE BRUSH and flips up some loose trash. He 
looks at the gun closely. It is corroded with filed off serial numbers. He picks up a CHIP 
BAG and stuffs it inside then buries it under more trash. 
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EXT. JERRY'S NEIGHBORHOOD - STREET - SUNSET

As Jerry walks up to his house.

A CAR with DANNY and SAMMY pulls up by Jerry.

SAMMY
Come here!

Jerry is slow to move. 

DANNY
Get in the fuckin’ car!

EXT. 49TH STREET - DAY

Sammy and Danny have Jerry up against a crumbling concrete retainer wall leading to 
train tracks.

DANNY
How the fuck do you know Peter Worm?

JERRY
I don’t know...

SAMMY
Don’t lie Jerry. You were with him.

JERRY
I just met him, honest to God.

Danny slaps Jerry hard across the face. Jerry tries to protect himself. 

DANNY
You joined them sorry-ass Disciples!

JERRY
No, I...

SAMMY
Did you join them?
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JERRY
No, I don’t think so...

DANNY
You stupid little punk, I’ma knock your ass out the 
next time you bullshit me.

Jerry’s eyes start to water up.

JERRY
I didn’t do anything! You gotta believe me, 
Sammy!

DANNY
Little bitch, you were with him when he set me up.

JERRY
But.. I didn’t...

Danny grabs Jerry by the throat.

DANNY
I want to know who them cats in the masks were 
and where your boss lives or I’m gonna break your 
fuckin’ back.

Sammy looks at Danny in shock. Jerry trembles.  

JERRY
Please, let me go..

DANNY
Or what? You gonna cry out for mommy. You can 
go when I say you can go. I should beat yo’ lil bitch-
ass right now. 

Danny pulls Jerry close to his face. Sammy gets concerned.

SAMMY
Chill, Spook.

JERRY
I’m sorry. I swear, I don’t know anything.
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DANNY
Shut the fuck up! You gonna know next time I see 
you.

He shoves Jerry along. Jerry walks with his head down.

INT. ST. JOSEPH'S - CLASSROOM - DAY

Jerry DRAWS.

INSERT: A sketch of an angel with a halo and a devil with horns both pointing guns at 
each other. 

From her desk, Miss DeBella reads a note to the class.

MISS DEBELLA
Anyone still in need of volunteer hours to fulfill 
their confirmation requirements can go to this 
Saturday’s School fundraiser. They will be blocking 
off Hermitage and forty-eighth street from eight 
a.m. to three p.m. Look for Father Thomas or Sister 
Josie by the main church entrance for further 
instruction. 

She gets up from her desk and walks over to the chalkboard and writes, “CAREER 
OPTIONS” then underlines the words.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
It’s very important that you start to think about what 
you want to do in life, and if you already know, 
then, you should focus on what it would take to get 
you closer to that career. And I urge you to continue 
this conversation at home with your parents and 
relatives and friends alike. 

Jerry looks from his drawing to the word CAREER on the chalkboard. His eyes race from 
left to right.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
So let’s go around the room and declare what it is 
that you want to do in your future and why you 
want to do that. Alberto. We’ll start with you and go 
around the room.
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She walks back to her desk and sits down.

ALBERTO stands and fidgets with his hands in his pockets.

ALBERTO
Um, I think I want to work in a bank or something 
with the government where I can be like an agent 
that protects other people.

MISS DEBELLA
Try to pick one thing. 

ALBERTO
Okay, so probably.. I mean, wait. I know, I want to 
be a police office.

She gets back up to write, “Police Officer” on the board.

MISS DEBELLA
Thank you, Alberto. Sarah.

Sarah enthusiastically stands.

SARAH
I want be a journalist that travels all over the world 
writing about ways to help the poor and 
underprivileged.

Miss DeBella writes, “Journalist.”

MONTAGE:

JESUS stands methodically.

JESUS
I want to be a doctor so I can help save lives. I also 
want to make it cheap so anyone can get an 
operation if they need one.

NICOLE anxiously stands with her hands gripped together.
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NICOLE
When I grow up, I want to be a judge on the 
supreme court so that I can help the community 
make good choices.

WALTER, stands and adjusts his glasses.

WALTER
I believe that technology will be a very important 
part of the future so I want to study robotic 
engineering and create advanced technologies.

SONYA projects her voice as she looks at various students.

SONYA
I want to learn four or five different languages so 
that I can help the president or other important 
people talk to and understand each other. And I 
already know Spanish and English very well so I 
am halfway there! Thank you. 

END MONTAGE:

It is Jerry’s turn and he is slow to stand up. He looks down and then around at all the 
EYES on him. His cheeks and ears turn beet-red. 

JERRY
I-I don’t know.  

Miss Debella wrinkles her brow. A few students GIGGLE.

MISS DEBELLA
Shhhh. Well pick something that you’re interested 
in. You and everyone here needs to know the 
difference between a job and a career!

Frustrated, she slams her hand down on her desk to emphasis the words, “job” and 
“career.”

Jerry’s eyes start to water.

JERRY
I just want to disappear!
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MISS DEBELLA
What in heavens name? Jerry, in the hall. Now.

Jerry marches out in a hurry.

INT. HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Jerry wipes the tears from his eyes. He buckles down against the classroom wall.

Miss Debella comes from the classroom.

MISS DEBELLA
What has gotten into you?

Jerry doesn’t respond.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Jerry. Look at me when I talk to you.

He does.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Is there something you want to tell me?

JERRY
No.

MISS DEBELLA
That was extremely inappropriate what you just did 
back there and I want to know why?

JERRY
I just want to be left alone.

MISS DEBELLA
Well that’s not going to happen. You are going to 
participate in our classroom just like everyone else. 

She shifts his shoulders to face her.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
You got it?
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JERRY
What for? Nobody cares about me. I’m just a stupid 
mess-up.  

MISS DEBELLA
That’s nonsense. Your grades are well above 
average. So don’t give me that line.

She lifts his chin up.

MISS DEBELLA (CONT’D)
Jerry, there are always people you can talk to that 
can help with whatever you’re going through. You 
got it?

Jerry nods, “yes.”

EXT. JERRY'S NEIGHBORHOOD - DAY

While walking, Jerry sees two BLUEJAYS in a tree protecting their nest from a 
SQUIRREL. Jerry picks up a stone and throws it at the squirrel. He continues walking.

Jerry recognizes HITLER approaching in his CAR. He tries to avoid being seen by 
kneeling to tie his shoe with parked cars as cover.

HITLER
Ah, Lil’ Spy?

Jerry mouths, “fuck.” 

JERRY
What’s up?

HITLER
Hop in. I’m going to meet up with the folks.

JERRY
Uh, I can’t. I gotta get home.

HITLER
Niggah, stop bullshittin’. This meeting is 
mandatory!

Jerry gets into the car.
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INT./EXT. HITLERS CAR - DAY

Jerry notices a VISITOR STICKER on Hitlers shirt.

HITLER
You know shit is about to get gangstah in the hood.

JERRY
Why?

HITLER
You don’t even know?

He looks over to Jerry. 

HITLER (CONT’D)
Them Saints popped Wicked.  That fool can’t walk.

Jerry’s eyes widen. 

HITLER (CONT’D)
Straight paralyzed for life!

JERRY
What’s gonna happen?

HITLER
Don’t trip. We got them on lock.

EXT. ROSIO’S JEWELRY STORE - DAY

Danny pulls up in his car and two other gang members exit a vehicle.

Danny enters the Jewelry shop. TIGHT ON Sammy adjusting his baggy pants then he 
enters the store as well.

INT/EXT. HITLERS CAR - DAY

Jerry watches intently with Hitler. The car is parked just off the commercial street at a 
distance from the jewelry store.
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HITLER
These fools sloppy as fuck. A bunch of fuckin’ 
ducks. They use that jewelry store to pawn off 
whatever the fuck they just stole.

JERRY 
Maybe we should go before they see us.

Hitler removes the car radio to reveal a hidden compartment.

HITLER
You ready to be a gangstah?

 He reveals a small .22 caliber hand gun.

HITLER (CONT’D)
You could run up and burn one, two, even three of 
them bitches. 

Jerry stalls for something to say.

JERRY
What if they take the gun from me before-

HITLER
Niggah! You the one with the strap. You go in 
blazin’ and the only thing they gonna do is run. 

JERRY
Nah, I never did anything like that.

HITLER
Bitch, you ain’t gotta be scared with this.

Hitler hands Jerry the gun.

JERRY
But, I am.

HITLER
“But, I am!” Proper ass!  You a minor! You could 
kill all four of them. Get locked up and be out 
before you is eighteen? That’s if you get caught. 
Then you’d be the downest gangstah alive!
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JERRY
What if they have a gun? ...I can’t.

Hitler sits up.

HITLER
They comin’ out. Get ready.

EXT. ROSIO'S JEWELRY STORE - DAY

Danny walks out of the store in a hurry. Sammy exits with Rosio right behind him. 
Sammy looks upset. Rosio pulls at his shirt while yelling at both Danny and Sammy. It is 
a family feud.  

INT. HITLERS CAR - DAY

Jerry has the widest eyes ever.

HITLER
What the fuck is this? 

Hitler takes the gun back and puts it away. Jerry lets out a deep breath.

HITLER (CONT’D)
You see this shit. 

EXT. ROSIO'S JEWELRY STORE - DAY

Rosio is screaming to get Sammy to stay with her. Sammy refuses and gets in the car and 
pulls the car door away from her hand and shuts it.

INT/EXT. HITLERS CAR - DAY

Hitler snaps the radio back in.

HITLER
That’s a family right there.

JERRY
I can’t tell.
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HITLER
The folks are gonna love this shit.

Jerry looks to Hitler, with concern. Hitler shifts the car into DRIVE and makes a U-Turn 
to get away from the scene.

INT. SATAN DISCIPLE APARTMENT - DAY

KITCHEN

HITLER
We can hit them hard.

Jerry is making SANDWICHES. 

GORDO
That’s what’s up, folks!

Jerry methodically spreads mayonnaise on four slices of bread.

HITLER
Lil Spy was choking up.

GORDO
Well you gonna have to pop that cherry tonight. 
Speak of, you a virgin, huh?

JERRY
Yeah.

GORDO
Well if you come out to this house party, you just 
might get luck. There’s gonna be some badass 
bitches at Dice’s crib.

JERRY
Okay.

HITLER
Is Rachel and her girls gonna be there?

GORDO
Yup.
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HITLER
Oh for show!

Hitler looks at Jerry’s sandwiches.

HITLER (CONT’D)
Ah, you all neat’n shit. Just put that shit together.

Jerry does and hands Hitler a sandwich.

Manny enters with a CRATE full of GUNS and drops it onto a chair.

MANNY
Worm just came through with all sorts of straps.

Hitler rubs his hands together.

HITLER
Yeeeah, G!

Manny pulls out a few guns.

MANNY
We got two nines, a thirty-eight. 

GORDO
We gonna do some damage on them Saints for sure.

HITLER
I want that three five seven. Bring them the fuckin’ 
ruckus!

Manny pulls a bag out of the crate and dumps an assortment of BULLETS onto the table.

GORDO
Lil Spy, load these up.

He hands Jerry a BANDANA.

GORDO (CONT’D)
Use this so you don’t put yo’ finger prints on the 
shells.
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Jerry puts his sandwich down. He opens up the bandana and scoops a handful of bullets 
into it.

MANNY
Let the folks know to stay off the streets.  

GORDO
Yeah, we don’t want five-O burning up the set.

HITLER
(to Jerry)

You gonna come with me, Lil Spy.

JERRY
But Peter Worm said I didn’t have to... 

HITLER
We got a scary Larry.

MANNY
Fuck what he said, you gonna protect the nation 
unless you want to end up like Wicked.

Jerry picks up the .357 Caliber REVOLVER and opens the Cylinder. He examines a 
bullet with a shaky hand. 

EXT. ZOSIA’S TAVERN - SUNSET

Jerry slowly walks up to the local neighborhood bar. He tiptoes up to peek into the small 
door window to see who is inside. 

Jerry is hesitant to enter. An ALCOHOLIC exits the dive bar. He pushes Jerry to the side. 
Jerry walks in.

INT. SOSIA’S TAVERN - CONTINUOUS

The old Slashie Bar with older patrons is dimly lit with a pool table, darts, pinball 
machine and a drop ceiling, yellow from excessive smoke. 

SOSIA (50’s), a Polish woman with short black hair and pale skin, runs the bar by 
herself. These are the relics of a gentrified community. She is in the process of selling a 
six-pack of beer to a Latino MAN.
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SOSIA
Okay, dziekuje ci(thank you).

MAN
Thank you.

The man exits.

SOSIA
No kids allowed.

An OLD heavyset BULL of a man, barks-- 

BULL
Get out!

Jerry almost leaves but insists--

JERRY
I’m looking for Stanley.

Bull shifts in his bar seat.

BULL
You understand English? Or you want a kick...

Sosia shhhhh’s him. She knows something.

SOSIA
What do you want with him?

JERRY
I-I--

SOSIA
Go to the side door outside and then up the stairs. 
You should find him there.

JERRY
Thanks.

Jerry exits.

Bull puts his hands up to Sosia.
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BULL
Co? (What?)

She browbeats him then whips him with a rag. He laughs then downs a vodka shot.

EXT. SOSIA’S TAVERN - SUNSET

Jerry walks along the Tavern to a side entrance. He opens the door to a stairwell and steps 
inside.

INT. TAVERN STAIRWAY - CONTINUOUS

Jerry climbs the stairs and KNOCKS on the door. He listens. He hears COUGHING. He 
knocks again.  

STANLEY (O.S.)
(sourly)

It’s open.

Jerry twists the doorknob. 

INT. WINO’S STUDIO - CONTINUOUS

A dim alcoholic’s hang out. Four beat-up mattresses and a ratty couch fill the studio 
apartment with empty beer bottles and cans scattered about. The windows are blocked out 
by bed sheets. Light comes in from the bathroom window.

Jerry is seeing this place for the first time.

STANLEY, (50’s but could pass for a malnourished 75 year-old) is dressed in a black 
and brown flannel with brown slacks. He reaches over to ash a cigarette into a pickle jar 
full of butts from his mattress. He doesn’t look up as Jerry approaches.

STANLEY
(coughing)

You bring the booze?

Jerry does not respond. 

STANLEY (CONT’D)
Paul?
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JERRY
It’s Jerry.

STANLEY
Jerry?

He fumbles around with a shadeless LAMP and finally turns it on.

STANLEY (CONT’D)
I can’t see a damn thing. 

He lights a cigarette. Jerry notices Stanley’s unkempt nails and yellow-stained fingers 
from excess smoke. 

STANLEY (CONT’D)
(smiling)

Hey, Jerry. I haven’t seen you in a while. Sit. Sit.

Jerry sits on the edge of the couch. Stanley pours himself a half glass of vodka, finishing 
off the bottle. He notices Jerry looking at him. 

STANLEY (CONT’D)
You want something to drink?

JERRY
No, thanks.

Stanley tries to stand up but can’t.

STANLEY
(laughs at himself)

Look in the fridge. I think there’s some pop in there.

Jerry sees a broken and empty mini-fridge.

JERRY
I’m fine.

STANLEY
You sure?

JERRY
I was wondering-- I thought you might-- 
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STANLEY
Huh? My ears don’t work too good anymore.

JERRY
Do you remember my friend Sammy?

STANLEY
(looks around)

Oh, huh, I- don’t- remember...?

JERRY
You took us camping two summers ago.

STANLEY
(laughs)

We went camping. We had some fun, huh. But I 
don’t remember. What did you say his name was?

JERRY
Sammy. He rode with us. 

STANLEY
We had some fun, didn’t we.

JERRY
Yeah. I liked when we would go on road-trips. 

STANLEY
Hey, you want my uniform? 

In a box next to the couch is an ARMY UNIFORM.

JERRY
What should I do with it?

STANLEY
Agggghh, never mind. What do you need that old 
thing for.

He takes a swig from the cup.

STANLEY (CONT’D)
You want a drink?
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Jerry takes a sip. His face cringes.

JERRY
That tastes terrible.

Stanley laughs then closes his eyes.

STANLEY
(mutters)

Good kid.

Jerry heads for the door and steals one last glance at Stanley before he leaves.

INT. JERRY’S HOUSE - DINING - NIGHT

Jerry pretends to do homework while waiting for Gloria to get off the phone.

GLORIA
Oh, my goodness. Can you believe it? Wow. Well 
I’ll be darned. Oh, okay. It was so nice talking to 
you too. Um-hmmm. Sure. Bye-bye.

She hangs up the phone.

JERRY
Can I use the phone?

GLORIA
For what?

JERRY
To call somebody.

GLORIA
Don’t you give me attitude.

JERRY
Is it okay, then?

GLORIA
You get five minutes.
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JERRY
You were just on the phone for over an hour.

GLORIA
Until you contribute to the rent and the bills, you do 
as I say.

JERRY
Fine.

He gets up to dial.

GLORIA
One of you have been making phone calls without 
my permission.

JERRY
It ain’t me.

GLORIA
Ain’t? Use proper English. I did not send you to 
Catholic school, and spend thousands of dollars so 
you can talk like a fool. 

JERRY
Keep the money. I don’t want it.

GLORIA
You want a slap?

JERRY
Alright, forget it.

GLORIA
You don’t tell me what to do. I tell you.

JERRY
Okay.

He dials numbers. She watches him until he shrugs, “what” then walks into the bathroom. 
RING.
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INT. SAMMY’S LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

RING. Leti gets to the phone before Sammy. 

LETI
Hellllooo?

Disappointed that the call is not for her.

LETI (CONT’D)
It’s for you.

Sammy snatches the phone.

SAMMY
Ha! ...Yeah?

INTERCUT SAMMY/JERRY

JERRY
Hey.

SAMMY
Why you calling, traitor?

Leti rolls her eyes.

JERRY
I just want to tell you something.

SAMMY
What? That you’re a back stabber?

JERRY
I’m not a back stabber.

SAMMY
Yes you are. You’re a sellout.

JERRY
No I’m not.

SAMMY
So what then?
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LETI
Hurry up. I’m expecting a call!

SAMMY
(to Leti)

Hold on! 

The INTERCUT ends on Sammy listening. 

INT. JERRY'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - NIGHT

He listens at his door. His CLOCK READS, “10:30 p.m.”

INT. JERRY HOUSE - LIVING ROOM - NIGHT

Gloria leaves for work. As she goes he comes out of his room. He quietly walks to the 
front window and sees--

EXT. JERRY HOUSE - NIGHT

Gloria gets into a co-workers car and drives off. Jerry cautiously exits looking at both 
neighboring houses. He continues walking out to the the sidewalk and down the street.

EXT. STREET - SIDEWALK - NIGHT

Jerry looks away as a car passes him by. 

FURTHER

Jerry hurries through the illuminance of a STREET LIGHT. 

EXT. SATAN DISCIPLE APARTMENT - NIGHT

At a neighboring apartment, Hitler, Gordo, Manny and Duke hide in the shadow of night.

Shivering, Jerry approaches. WHISTLES signal that he is being watched. 

JERRY
Hey guys.
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MANNY
(mocking)

What’s up there buddy.

HITLER
Maybe you ain’t as scary as I thought.

GORDO
Hell yeah, Lil’ Spy.

MANNY
Fuck the bullshit, ya’ll need to pull this mission 
before they start droppin’ off to bed.

Manny puts a .38 Caliber GUN in Jerry’s hand.

JERRY
Wait, am I going alone?

HITLER
I got you.

Hitler lifts up his sweater to reveal a .357 Caliber GUN tucked in his pants.

MANNY
(mimicking)

Yes, Jerry. You’re going to walk your little 
schoolboy ass up to 47th street and tell the Saints 
that you are here to shoot them.

HITLER
Down ass, Manny. Why don’t come with?.  

MANNY
Cause you two mothafuckah’s are going. That’s 
why. 

HITLER
Aye aye, Captain. Come on, Lil Spy.

EXT. ROSIO'S JEWELRY STORE - NIGHT

FOUR SAINTS are hanging outside the closed Jewelry store.
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Across the street from them, Hitler peeks out. Jerry is right behind him. He holds his 
hand up, signaling Jerry to wait. 

HITLER
Come on!

Hitler runs out into the street and FIRES SHOTS. A CAR WINDOW and a STORE 
WINDOW SHATTER.

HITLER (CONT’D)
Disciple! Saint Killer! 

The SAINTS immediately take cover.

Jerry runs out and pulls the TRIGGER. CLICK. CLICK. It does not go off. He looks at it. 
Pulls the TRIGGER. This time the gun EXPLODES OPEN.

JERRY
Shit.

A Saint gets in his car. 

HITLER
Break!

Hitler pulls at Jerry and they retreat at full speed. Jerry pumps his legs so fast, his SHOES 
fly off. Hitler runs faster and starts putting distance between them.

The CAR ROARS down the street after them.

JERRY
Wait!

HITLER
Hurry up!

Hitler cuts through a GANGWAY and Jerry follows. 

The CAR stops in line of sight and a SAINT gets out with a GUN in hand and FIRES 
OFF A SHOT.

Jerry HEARS the bullet WHIZ by him as he turns into--

ALLEY
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They continue running tight alongside the garages.

EXT. GARAGE - NIGHT

Hitler opens a gate and they hurry into the yard. 

Hitler starts laughing with excitement. 

HITLER
That shit was gangstah’!

He shakes hands with Jerry.

JERRY
I gotta go back.

HITLER
What?

JERRY
I lost my shoes.

HITLER
The fuck? Oh, shit. Nah, you ain’t going back there 
unless you want to get shot up or locked the fuck 
up.

Hitler takes the guns and hides them inside of a CRAWLSPACE ACCESS to the house.

JERRY
Damnit. Those are my only gym shoes.

HITLER
You can go if you want but I’m going to get fucked 
up at this party. You want to roll?

JERRY
I can’t go barefoot.

HITLER
Alright, then. I’ll catch you later.

Hitler walks away.
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INT. JERRY'S HOUSE - BEDROOM - DAY

Jerry wakes up in bed. He swings his dirty feet out. He looks at them and shakes his head.

BATHROOM

Cleaned up, Jerry comes out in street clothes and his dress shoes. He goes into the 

LIVING ROOM and finds Gloria, still in work clothes, asleep in the recliner with NEWS 
on the TELEVISION.

A REPORTER gives a live briefing of MISSILE STRIKES IN THE DARK in 
AFGHANISTAN. 

REPORTER
We are bringing this to you live as the war 
continues.

Jerry turns the TV off.

JERRY
Mom?

With her eyes closed.

GLORIA
Hmmmm.

JERRY
I’m going to play with some friends.

GLORIA
Hmmmm.

JERRY
Why don’t you lay down.

GLORIA
Huh, hmmmm.

She does not budge. Jerry exits.
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EXT. 47TH STREET - COMMERCIAL STRIP

Jerry looks around the area where he was with Hitler last night. He gets down on his 
knees and looks under a car. Nothing.  

EXT. STREET - SIDEWALK - DAY

Peter Worm pulls his car over by Jerry. 

PETER WORM
Ah, Shorty, come here. I heard what you did.

JERRY
What?

PETER WORM
You backed up Hitler last night.

JERRY
I did?

PETER WORM
You defended yo’ hood. That’s love. And when you 
show love, you get rewards.

Peter Worm hands him a paper bag with CANNABIS inside.

JERRY
What should I do with this?

PETER WORM
Whatever you want. Smoke it. Sell it. It’s yours.

JERRY
Thanks.

PETER WORM
What, you don’t want it? 

JERRY
No, I do. Thanks.

Peter Worm reaches over to shake Jerry’s hand with their gang signal.

He drives off.
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EXT. JERRY’S HOUSE - STOOP - DAY

Jerry is sitting on the bottom step. A STRAY CAT comes up to him and rubs up against 
Jerry’s leg. It MEOWS at Jerry. He leans down to pet it. 

DUKE comes running down the sidewalk. The CAT runs away as Jerry hops up.

DUKE
Lil Spy! The Saints are coming!

JERRY
Where are they?

DUKE
They’re on Hermitage. You got any straps?

JERRY
No.

DUKE
Fuck it. Come on. The Disciples need us.

EXT. ST. JOSEPH'S CHURCH - DAY

The School Fundraiser is in full swing. Streets are closed  off for the event. Tables are set 
up with baked goods and various items for sale. A LARGE CROWD walk in the street 
and on the sidewalk.

Duke and Jerry meet up with Loon and Balas, who are waiting just outside of the school.

DUKE
Where they at?

Loon signals with his face.

LOON
Right there. 

TWO SAINTS a few houses up the street, sit on a porch wearing their gang colors of 
baby blue and black. They are paying no attention to the Disciples.

LOON (CONT’D)
They straight disrespecting our hood.
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DUKE
Let’s go smash them.

LOON
You bring straps?

DUKE
Nah, nobody’s packin’.

BALAS
They don’t stand a chance. It’s four against two.

Jerry recognizes a PRIEST and FACULTY MEMBERS at the fundraiser.

The TWO SAINTS get up and walk into the crowd.

LOON
Alright, let’s follow them.

JERRY
I can’t do anything. Some of those people work at 
my school and will see me.

LOON
Stop acting like a bitch and come on.

Jerry follows them into the crowd. It is a tail. The Saints lead them along through the 
crowd to another side of the block.

Jerry sees EYES from every direction exchanging glances.

He manages to go past a couple booths without being noticed by Teachers and a Priest..

As the gang members get close to the opposite end of the crowd gathered, the Disciples 
begin to taunt the Saints.

DUKE
Ya’ll fucked up coming over here.

He does a gang sign of disrespect with his hand to a Saint.

LOON
Saint Killer.

BALAS
They walkin’ away like a couple of bitches.
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The Saints keep a close eye but do not engage.

DUKE
Lets smash ‘em!

The Disciples get within a few feet of the Saints when

FOUR MORE SAINTS and SAMMY emerge from the street just up ahead.

In a moment, there is a RUMBLE.  

Jerry does not join in. 

People in the crowd begin shouting at the gangs.

PARENT #1
Stop it!

TEACHER
We’re calling the police.

PATRON #1
There are kids here!

A CHILD begins SCREAMING.

PARENT #2
Get out of here!

Jerry is frozen by the event until he locks EYES with SAMMY who is not fighting either. 

Jerry starts backing up slowly. Then he takes off running with Sammy right behind him.

They race down the street. 

Jerry runs up to the TRAIN TRACKS at the VIADUCT. He climbs  up the CEMENT 
RETAINER. Sammy grabs Jerry’s leg but Jerry kicks him off. Jerry crawls up but is 
exhausted.

Sammy scales the wall and tackles Jerry. Sammy begins punching Jerry all over.  

Jerry does not fight back. He blocks the hits the best he can.

SAMMY
I should kill you!
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JERRY
I didn’t want any of this to happen.

Sammy tries choking Jerry.

SAMMY
I should kill you.

JERRY
I didn’t tell them anything about you or your family.  

SAMMY
I don’t believe you!

Jerry stops defending himself.

SAMMY (CONT’D)
Why? Why?

JERRY
I don’t know.

Sammy gives up and slumps over next to Jerry from exhaustion.

Both boys lie on their backs looking up at the BLUE SKY.

JERRY (CONT’D)
Remember when we had the fireworks battles?

Sammy thinks about it.

SAMMY
Yeah...

JERRY
We spent like an hour digging our trenches in the 
sand.

SAMMY
You were a good shot with the Roman candles.

JERRY
Those shoot everywhere.
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SAMMY
Yeah, one hit me in the chest and I didn’t know my 
shirt was burning away till you saw the giant ring of 
fire on my chest.

Jerry laughs. Sammy laughs too.

JERRY
You always had that sweet hook shot! ...You kept 
tossing jumping jacks in my pit and one landed in 
my shoe!

Sammy sits up.

SAMMY
You ran out screaming like a crazy person. I was 
spooked! Then I saw smoke coming from your 
ankle and you started crying.

Jerry stands up to show the SCAR on his ankle.

JERRY
Look what you gave me! Actually that was the most 
pain I ever felt in my life.

SAMMY
Not as much as this!

Sammy fakes a punch and scares Jerry.

JERRY
I hate when you do that!

Sammy looks out over the FREIGHT CARS on the tracks. He walks right up next to 
them. They look in both directions and see FREIGHT CARS as far as the eye can see to 
two twelve-year-old boys. 

JERRY (CONT’D)
I’ll race you to the top?

Jerry points to two LADDERS that lead up to the top of the Freight Car. 

SAMMY
You must like losing.
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JERRY
You can’t win all the time.

SAMMY
Go.

They climb up. Jerry slips because of his dress shoes then gives up. Sammy stands up on 
top of the Freight Car. 

SAMMY (CONT’D)
You’re never gonna win when you quit so easy.

JERRY
My shoe slipped.

SAMMY
You always got an excuse. 

JERRY
I-

Jerry looks at his shoes. Sammy looks out towards the west.

SAMMY
What?

Jerry sees a WIRE CLIP used to keep the freight car door locked. He tugs at it. He looks 
around on the floor. 

Jerry finds a long metal BOLT. He puts the bolt in between the WIRE CLIP and starts 
spinning the bolt to twist up the wire clip. 

SAMMY (CONT’D)
What are doing?

Jerry looks at Sammy with the slightest smirk. POP. The WIRE breaks. 

JERRY
Oops!

Jerry flips a steel latch. Jerry tries to slide the tall steel door but has trouble. Sammy 
reaches from the top and pulls with Jerry. 

The door slides wide open to reveal a completely full car of ADIDAS SHOEBOXES 
shrink-wrapped on pallets.
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They stand looking around at the greatest heist of their lives.

Sammy looks over to another cart. Jerry is tearing into the shrink-wrap. 

SAMMY
Jerry.

JERRY
Come on, help me.

SAMMY
Jerry, look.

He turns Jerry’s head over to see freight cars on both sides with the same WIRE CLIP. 

JERRY
(character voice)

Welcome to lifestyles of the rich and fucking 
famous.

They both jump up and down like MAD.

SAMMY
You did it, Jaybird!

Jerry’s face shifts, from happy to serious when-

SLOW MOTION on Jerry shaking his head, “no.” 

BANG!

BLOOD SPLATS on Jerry’s face. Sammy falls into Jerry then onto the floor.

Between the freight cars, stands a BRUISED face DUKE pointing a gun.

DUKE
I got em’! I got em’! 

Jerry stares at Sammy’s lifeless body. He charges at Duke and starts slamming his head 
against the freight car. 

JERRY
Fuck You!

BANG! Jerry falls on his back. A RED DOT on his chest starts to bleed out.
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Dazed, Duke takes off running from where he came from. 

Jerry stares up at the sky.  

FADE TO WHITE

INT. COOK COUNTY HOSPITAL - PATIENT ROOM - DAY

Jerry looks up at the white ceiling. SOUNDS of a BUSTLING HOSPITAL emerge. He is 
in intensive care.

DETECTIVE LAUREN MATHESON (40’s) sits at the foot of his bed. 

LAUREN
There’s already over 400 homicides this year and 
it’s not even May yet. So many young men. Boys 
who haven’t seen their eighteen birthday are being 
buried by their parents and relatives. ...So am I 
supposed to believe you were just an innocent 
bystander in this mess? 

Jerry struggles to speak.

JERRY
It’s... my... f-f-fault. 

A TEAR runs from his eye.

LAUREN
What’s that?

JERRY
It’s my fault. Everything.

LAUREN
Case after case like this just keeps piling up. 

She stands up. 

LAUREN (CONT’D)
Well you got time to gather your thoughts. This 
may sound strange, but try and consider that you’re 
one of the lucky ones. I’ll leave you with that. 
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She walks out of the room.

Jerry stares up at the ceiling. He takes a deep breath with a wrinkled face. He EXHALES.  

BLACKOUT
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